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Orson Scott Card and Aaron Johnston return to their Ender's Game prequel series with this first volume of an all-new trilogy about
the Second Formic War in The Swarm. The first invasion of Earth was beaten back by a coalition of corporate and international
military forces, and the Chinese army. China has been devastated by the Formic's initial efforts to eradicate Earth life forms and
prepare the ground for their own settlement. The Scouring of China struck fear into the other nations of the planet; that fear
blossomed into drastic action when scientists determined that the single ship that wreaked such damage was merely a scout ship. There
is a mothership out beyond the Solar System's Kuiper Belt, and it's heading into the system, unstoppable by any weapons that Earth
can muster. Earth has been reorganized for defense. There is now a Hegemon, a planetary official responsible for keeping all the
formerly warring nations in line. There's a Polemarch, responsible for organizing all the military forces of the planet into the new
International Fleet. But there is an enemy within, an enemy as old as human warfare: ambition and politics. Greed and self-interest.
Will Bingwen, Mazer Rackam, Victor Delgado and Lem Juke be able to divert those very human enemies in time to create a weapon
that can effectively defend humanity in the inexorable Second Formic War? THE ENDER UNIVERSE Ender series Ender’s Game /
Speaker for the Dead / Xenocide / Children of the Mind / Ender in Exile / Children of the Fleet Ender’s Shadow series Ender’s Shadow
/ Shadow of the Hegemon / Shadow Puppets / Shadow of the Giant / Shadows in Flight The First Formic War (with Aaron Johnston)
Earth Unaware / Earth Afire / Earth Awakens The Second Formic War (with Aaron Johnston) The Swarm / The Hive Ender novellas
A War of Gifts / First Meetings At the Publisher's request, this title is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM)
applied.
The last thing Ben Shepherd wanted was another war. But sometimes the universe won’t take no for an answer. His body and spirit
mangled by a lifetime of combat, Shepherd, a retired Navy SEAL, has retreated to the desolate desert of New Mexico to heal his
wounds and dodge his demons. All he wants now is peace and quiet. Both are shattered one starry night, when an alien ship crashes
nearby. Out of the ship crawls the last, dying member of a conquered civilization. It’s been shot down by an extraterrestrial enemy, the
vanguard of a ravenous force hunting for a new homeland. With its last gasp, the wounded alien injects Shepherd with a high-tech
serum that gives him near superhuman powers. Now, with a new body but a soul as fractured as ever, Shepherd becomes the reluctant
leader of the human resistance against the coming invasion. With enemies on all sides, the man who couldn’t bear the guilt of seeing
one more friend die in battle now finds himself charged with protecting the entire planet.
The adventures of Witch World continue as a cursed hero and his true love struggle for survival in a vast parallel universe of magic
and high fantasy. Kerovan of Ulmsdale has long borne the curse of his ancestors’ depredations. After pillaging a sanctum of the Old
Ones, his bloodline has been forever marred by painful sickness and death. Kerovan was born strong and hardy, but he walks on
hooves instead of human feet and sees through eyes of amber—just as the Old Ones had. Bound in marriage to the beautiful Joisan of
Ithkrypt, Kerovan seeks to claim his rightful place as Lord-heir of Ulmsdale. But first, the couple—separated by distance, yet linked in
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spirit—must unlock the powers held within a mystical necklace Joisan wears. The small crystal gryphon bears secrets that will bring
them to the farthest reaches of the wilderness on a quest to save their people and their world from doom. Science Fiction Writers of
America Grand Master Andre Norton’s beloved novels of sword and sorcery have sold millions of copies worldwide. The Crystal
Gryphon is the 3rd book in the Witch World: High Hallack Cycle, but you may enjoy reading the series in any order.
From the author of Jurassic Park, Timeline, and Congo comes a psychological thriller about a group of scientists who investigate a
spaceship discovered on the ocean floor. In the middle of the South Pacific, a thousand feet below the surface, a huge vessel is
unearthed. Rushed to the scene is a team of American scientists who descend together into the depths to investigate the astonishing
discovery. What they find defies their imaginations and mocks their attempts at logical explanation. It is a spaceship, but apparently it
is undamaged by its fall from the sky. And, most startling, it appears to be at least three hundred years old, containing a terrifying and
destructive force that must be controlled at all costs.
Posthumanism and the Other Within
Griff
The Brain That Changes Itself
The Story of a Year
Roth
Alien in the Family
Battle-hardened soldier Cruz Ramos is running on empty. As second-in-command of the deadliest commando squad fighting the invading
aliens, he doesn't know why he's fighting anymore. He's seen too much destruction, devastation, and far too much death. Still, every day he
goes out to protect those humans left, and every day the growing numbness threatens to take over. Until a mysterious woman emerges from
the ruins of destroyed Sydney and saves him from a pack of rampaging aliens. Santha Kade has one goal: revenge. The raptors who have
devastated the Earth have taken everything from her: her team, her home, her beloved sister. Santha-a former police officer-has spent a year
alone in the ruined city, waging her own guerrilla war. Sure, she might get lonely sometimes, but she doesn't have room for anything but
vengeance. Not even for a sexy soldier with liquid brown eyes, a bone-melting accent, and a face designed to drive a woman wild. But as
Cruz and Santha join forces to rescue human hostages from the aliens, their explosive attraction is impossible to resist. Can these two
warriors survive long enough to find something worth living for?
Sci-fi action meets steamy paranormal romance in Gini Koch’s Alien novels, as Katherine “Kitty” Katt faces off against aliens, conspiracies,
and deadly secrets. • “Futuristic high-jinks and gripping adventure.” —RT Reviews For Alien Super-Being Exterminator Katherine "Kitty" Katt,
anti-alien conspiracies, threats from outer space, and a couple of killer alligators are all in a day's work. It's been five months since Kitty
joined Centaurion Division, working with the aliens from Alpha Centauri. She and Jeff Martini have grown closer and life looks rosy. But when
an experimental spacecraft is unexpectedly returned to the Kennedy Space Center, Kitty and the rest of Alpha Team are called on to
investigate and are immediately embroiled in life-or-death situations that scream "political conspiracy." The team must survive murderous
attacks, deal with a mysterious space entity that has seized control of a group of astronauts, and evade a woman who'll do anything to
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eliminate the competition when she develops an obsessive crush on Kitty's old high school boyfriend. And that's all before the evil
masterminds decide Kitty's extermination is vital... Alien Tango is the thrilling second installment of the Alien series.
Zero three zero nine.Four little numbers ... four little words. They might be random and insignificant to anyone else, but they meant something
to us. No, they meant everything to us. Until they were ripped away.That was the day our lives took a different course. One we had no control
over. One that others puppeteered and mangled into a cluster so big, it left us with emotional scars lined with resentment and venom toward
each other.All because I'm a Montgomery and he's a Barrett.Now, Trig's back and he hates me with more hostility and rage than ever ... and
I've learned to do the same. But when the world comes crashing down and the stakes couldn't be higher, I can't run and I can't hide. I need
the help of the one person whose loathing for me runs deeper than blood and colder than his icy-blue stare. I need Trig.I need him more than
I know.
One of Italy's leading men of letters, a chemist by profession, writes about incidents in his life in which one or another of the elements figured
in such a way as to become a personal preoccupation
Amish Mayhem
The First Protectors
Alien Invasion and Other Inconveniences
The Vestige
The Apocalypse Troll
When the Sky Fell on Splendor
In almost all critical writings on the horror film, woman is conceptualised only as victim. In The Monstrous-Feminine Barbara Creed
challenges this patriarchal view by arguing that the prototype of all definitions of the monstrous is the female reproductive body.With close
reference to a number of classic horror films including the Alien trilogy, T
Three global alliances. A high stakes cold war. The fate of humanity in the balance. At the dawn of the twenty-second century, humanity has
finally achieved a permanent foothold in space. James Smith, a newly minted lieutenant commander in the Western Alliance Navy, is about to
embark a next generation cruiser, purpose-built to counter the expanding threat from Eastern Bloc forces. As he enters this new assignment,
he finds out that the ship is under threat. Not from enemy railguns or lasers, but from cloak and dagger within. Buts spies and sabotage are
not the only threat lurking in the dark of night. While we play our childish games, humanity's sudden rise has also caught the attention of the
race known as the Roxannez, their advanced power and intellect unrivaled by anything we have ever imagined. So far beyond us, some
would call them gods. And they have an interest in James. The fate of the human race, our very survival, hangs in the balance of what
happens next.
THE DAUNTLESS CHRONICLES: a multi-planetary, multicultural universe filled with epic adventure and young romance as narrated from
the perspective of teen 'aliens' who crash land on Earth. There's an art to writing fictional stories - 14-year-old coauthors, Willow Wren and
Anthony Olmo mastered it with their impressive use of an unusual Alternating Perspective format, exceptional technical descriptions of the
spacecraft, locomotive and ships, and wonderfully detailed descriptions of their characters who hold their identities throughout the saga,
adding to the cohesion of the story and the solidity of the writing. From dragons to ice planets, war to secret missions, these young teens are
incredibly talented storytellers, producing riveting plot twists, intense action and suspenseful turns while incorporating the powerful themes of
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family, friendship, loyalty, and love. An exciting escapade & intergalactic treasure for readers of all ages!
A polite race of telepathic killer aliens, a ten-second world conquest, and one teenage boy collide in this wry, gutsy adventure. (Ages 14 and
up) Jesse is in history class when a formidable, efficient race of aliens quietly takes over the earth in less time than it takes him to brush his
teeth. Most humans simply fall asleep and never wake up. In moments, everyone Jesse knows and loves is gone, and he finds that he is now
a slave to an inept alien leader. On the bright side, Jesse discovers he’s developing telepathic powers, and he’s not the only one. Soon he’s
forging new friendships and feeling unexpectedly hopeful. When a mysterious girl appears in his dreams, talking about escaping, Jesse
begins to think the aliens may not be invincible after all. But if Jesse and his friends succeed, is there anywhere left to go? Brian Yansky
offers a funny, grim novel packed with everything boys and sci-fi fans love: aliens, humor, action, and a healthy dose of triumph.
Sacrifice of Pawns
Sphere
Three Hearts
Rivers of London
Bloom
Hell Squad

The History of Science Fiction traces the origin and development of science fiction from Ancient
Greece up to the present day. The author is both an academic literary critic and acclaimed creative
writer of the genre. Written in lively, accessible prose it is specifically designed to bridge the worlds
of academic criticism and SF fandom.
In a cruel desert, slaves toil in chains. Their masters, seraphim with haloes and swan wings, drive
them mercilessly with flaming whips. But long ago, these wretched, beaten people were not slaves.
Long ago, they could become dragons. Now they fight to fly again. This bundle includes all three
novels in Flame of Requiem, an epic fantasy trilogy about memory, freedom, and dragonfire. BOOK 1:
FORGED IN DRAGONFIRE -- For centuries, the slaves have toiled, serving the cruel seraphim. Their
ancient home, the mythical Requiem, lies in ruin. Their magic, the ability to become dragons, is lost.
Yet now a group of slaves vow to rise as dragons again. BOOK 2: CROWN OF DRAGONFIRE -- In the
pits of slavery, a savior arises. Her people march behind her, determined to remove their chains, to
return to their lost homeland. They tell their seraphim masters: "Requiem is free. We will fly as
dragons again." BOOK 3: PILLARS OF DRAGONFIRE -- The slaves rebel, seeking to remove their cursed
collars, to reclaim their lost magic, to find their ancient homeland. Yet their masters, the mighty
seraphim, vow to break them . . . or slay them all. Can Requiem rise again? ____________ THE REQUIEM
SERIES: Dawn of Dragons Book 1: Requiem's Song Book 2: Requiem's Hope Book 3: Requiem's Prayer
Song of Dragons Book 1: Blood of Requiem Book 2: Tears of Requiem Book 3: Light of Requiem
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Dragonlore Book 1: A Dawn of Dragonfire Book 2: A Day of Dragon Blood Book 3: A Night of Dragon
Wings The Dragon War Book 1: A Legacy of Light Book 2: A Birthright of Blood Book 3: A Memory of
Fire Requiem for Dragons Book 1: Dragons Lost Book 2: Dragons Reborn Book 3: Dragons Rising
Flame of Requiem Book 1: Forged in Dragonfire Book 2: Crown of Dragonfire Book 3: Pillars of
Dragonfire Dragonfire Rain Book 1: Blood of Dragons Book 2: Rage of Dragons Book 3: Flight of
Dragons
A warrior and a Saxon woman find an unexpected love in this riveting historical romance from #1
New York Times bestselling author Julie Garwood. In the resplendence of William the Conqueror’s
London court, the lovely Saxon captive, Nicholaa is forced to choose a husband from the assembled
Norman nobles. She chooses Royce, a baron warrior whose fierce demeanor can not conceal his
chivalrous and tender heart. Resourceful, rebellious and utterly naive, Nicholaa vows to bend Royce
to her will, despite the whirlwind of feelings he arouses in her. Ferocious in battle, seasoned in
passion, Royce is surprised by the depth of his emotions whenever he caresses his charming bride. In
a climate of utmost treachery, Royce and Nicholaa revel in their precious new love—a fervent bond
soon to be disrupted by the call of blood, kin and country....
A talented artist and doctor recalls his exile in the primitive Italian village of Galiano during the
Abyssinian War of 1935
Alien Tango
Unchosen Fate
Christ Stopped at Eboli
Breeding Season
The Monstrous-Feminine
The Crystal Gryphon
Choose to see the unseen... Julie Stryker has spent her life in the scenic streets of
Charleston, South Carolina, bicycling to the local college, working at a coffeehouse, watching
her family fall apart and back together. She has plans, dreams-all of which seem out of reach.
Then she meets a handsome stranger at work, and she believes her life is on the brink of a much
needed change. But after a tragic accident, Julie is whisked away from the only home she's ever
known and confronted with a life-altering secret: The end of the world has already occurred and
a portion of humankind has been kept oblivious. Tossed into a hidden world of deception, Julie
must confront the truth within herself and reveal the government's layers before the end of the
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world becomes a permanent reality. 1st Layer: What you can see. 2nd Layer: What you know is
real. 3rd Layer: What you can neither see nor know is real.
Bred by the Billionaire Adora Garcia isn't interested in being the breeding vessel for some
arrogant billionaire. She has plans for her life and they don't include being knocked up by a
man over twice her age. Her single mother cleans Tobias Bennett's penthouse suite, so when Adora
refuses his indecent proposal, he threatens to find a new maid. Tobias needs an heir, but he's
not ready to settle down, and certainly not interested in love. He doesn't have a plan until he
sees the curvy brunette standing in his condo. Everything he wants, he gets, and he wants Adora.
What he doesn't expect is the rush of possessiveness that takes him by storm. Will Adora give up
her virginity to the ruthless businessman? Can Tobias open his heart after keeping it closed off
for decades? Bred by the Bushmen After nearly ending her own life, Opal books a soul-searching
Alaskan wilderness tour. She's used to loneliness and rejection, but needs to learn how to love
herself. When things go horribly wrong on the tour, she finds herself cold, alone, and facing
certain death. Caleb and Damon have the perfect life. They live off the grid, far from society
and its destructive influences. But it doesn't take long for the White brothers to realize
what's missing. They need a woman, and crave a family of their own. When their dog leads them to
a lost hiker in the woods, they swear she was dropped straight from heaven. It will take a lot
of hard convincing for the bushmen to prove life at their cabin is better than what Opal left
behind in the city. And they won't take no for an answer. They plan on keeping Opal, loving her,
and filling her with their baby.
From The War of the Worlds, Mars Attacks!, Mission to Mars and Independence Day; Neil Badmington
explores our relationship with aliens and how thinkers such as Descartes, Barthes, Freud,
Lyotard and Derrida have conceptualised what it means to be human (and post-human).
Harvard's top astronomer lays out his controversial theory that our solar system was recently
visited by advanced alien technology from a distant star
The History of Science Fiction
Broken Halo
A Novel
The Periodic Table
A Scifi Alien Invasion Romance
Extraterrestrial
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“Fascinating. Doidge’s book is a remarkable and hopeful portrait of the endless adaptability of the human brain.”—Oliver Sacks, MD,
author of The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat What is neuroplasticity? Is it possible to change your brain? Norman Doidge’s
inspiring guide to the new brain science explains all of this and more An astonishing new science called neuroplasticity is overthrowing
the centuries-old notion that the human brain is immutable, and proving that it is, in fact, possible to change your brain. Psychoanalyst,
Norman Doidge, M.D., traveled the country to meet both the brilliant scientists championing neuroplasticity, its healing powers, and
the people whose lives they’ve transformed—people whose mental limitations, brain damage or brain trauma were seen as unalterable.
We see a woman born with half a brain that rewired itself to work as a whole, blind people who learn to see, learning disorders cured,
IQs raised, aging brains rejuvenated, stroke patients learning to speak, children with cerebral palsy learning to move with more grace,
depression and anxiety disorders successfully treated, and lifelong character traits changed. Using these marvelous stories to probe
mysteries of the body, emotion, love, sex, culture, and education, Dr. Doidge has written an immensely moving, inspiring book that will
permanently alter the way we look at our brains, human nature, and human potential.
Directed by Jonathan Glazer (Sexy Beast, Birth) and starring Scarlett Johansson, the 2013 film Under the Skin contains elements of
science fiction and fantasy, horror, mystery, and thriller. Arguably the most compelling of Johansson’s career, the movie follows a
unique tale of one woman’s journey to self-discovery. This is the first book to be written about the quiet masterpiece, revisiting the film
scene-by-scene through all its cinematic elements. Extensive interviews detail the challenges the filmmakers faced—from hidden filming
on the streets of Glasgow to defying a blizzard in the Scottish Highlands. Readers are invited to explore connections between the movie
and its science fiction cousins and discover the reasons why Under the Skin deserves to find a wider audience.
Sci-fi action meets steamy paranormal romance in Gini Koch’s Alien novels, as Katherine “Kitty” Katt faces off against aliens,
conspiracies, and deadly secrets. • “Futuristic high-jinks and gripping adventure.” —RT Reviews Planning any wedding is hard enough,
but Katherine "Kitty" Katt and Jeff Martini have a lot more to worry about than seating arrangements, because multiple inter-stellar
invasions, Alpha Team in mortal peril, and inter-alien conspiracies are all on the guest list—and the gifts they've brought contain some
explosive surprises. The discovery that Martini is actually a member of the Alpha Centaurion Royal Family brings additional bad
news—emissaries are on their way to see if Kitty's royal bride material. And they're not the only things coming from the Alpha Centauri
system. Amazonian assassins, spies, alien beasties, shape-shifters, and representatives from the Planetary Council, combined with a
tabloid reporter who's a little too on the mark, create a deadly situation for Kitty and the rest of Alpha Team. When the assassins strike
far too close to home for anyone's comfort, Kitty realizes it's going to come down to more than throwing a bouquet—she's going to have
to face an entire planetary consciousness and dethrone a monarch in order to make it to the church on time... Alien in the Family is the
thrilling third installment of the Alien novels.
As the battle against the invading aliens intensifies, a group of bad boy bikers and mercenaries will stand and fight for humanity's
survival...Squad Three berserker Griff lived through hell long before the alien invasion. Once, he'd been a dedicated cop, but then in a
gut-wrenching betrayal, he ended up behind bars in a supermax prison. After the aliens invaded, he managed to escape and join the
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soldiers fighting back...and came face to face with his best friend's little sister-the bold, vibrant, off-limits woman he's always wanted.
Now the beautiful, tattooed Indy is his squad's comms officer...and she hates his guts.Indy Bennett lost her parents and brother in the
alien attack, and every day, she vows to suck the marrow out of life. She's also doing her bit in the fight, as Squad Three's comms
officer, even if it means seeing the man who broke her young heart. Griff was once her brother's best friend, a boy she adored, but now
she knows she needs to steer clear of the hard-edged man who still draws her like a moth to a flame.Griff vows to claim Indy as his. The
only problem is, Indy is having none of it. As their fiery attraction explodes, they find themselves embroiled in the hunt for the aliens'
unexplained octagon weapon, and a mysterious survivor town where all is not what it seems. Both Griff and Indy will have to learn to
let go of the hurts of the past if they have any chance of not just surviving, but having a future.
Continental Materialism and Realism
The Prize
Stories of Personal Triumph from the Frontiers of Brain Science
Netopia
Science Fiction, Fantasy & Horror
Classic Sci Fi Stories
"The perfect book right now for young readers searching for hope, strength, inspiration — and
just a little horticultural havoc."—New York Times The first book in a can't-put-it-down, can'tread-it-fast-enough action-thriller trilogy that's part Hatchet, part Alien! The invasion
begins--but not as you'd expect. It begins with rain. Rain that carries seeds. Seeds that
sprout--overnight, everywhere. These new plants take over crop fields, twine up houses, and
burrow below streets. They bloom--and release toxic pollens. They bloom--and form Venus flytraplike pods that swallow animals and people. They bloom--everywhere, unstoppable. Or are they?
Three kids on a remote island seem immune to the toxic plants. Anaya, Petra, Seth. They each
have strange allergies--and yet not to these plants. What's their secret? Can they somehow be
the key to beating back this invasion? They'd better figure it out fast, because it's starting
to rain again....
Roth Masters is a protector to the bone. Driven by the losses of his past, he fights side-byside with Hell Squad to protect the human survivors of the alien invasion. As leader of Squad
Nine, he and his team are known for their perfect timing in a firefight. But Roth knows they
need more intel on the raptor invaders-something to turn the tide of the battle. And he knows
the woman he rescued from an alien facility is hiding secrets he desperately wants to uncover.
Former Coalition Central Intelligence Agent Avery Stillman is still adjusting to her new life.
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Left with terrible gaps in her memory, she has vague recollections of failed negotiations with
the aliens, the invasion, and after that...nothing. Until a hard-bodied soldier pulled her from
a tank in an alien lab. Now she's trying desperately to remember, to help fight back, and also
battling the crazy attraction to the man who keeps pushing her for things she can't remember.
Soon Roth finds himself torn between his duty and keeping the strong woman he's falling for
safe. As the pair head into alien territory to investigate, they are attacked and crash land
alone, far from base. They have to work together to survive the aliens, but when Avery finally
remembers everything...her secrets could annihilate all they hold dear.
Continental philosophy has entered a new period of ferment. The long deconstructionist era was
followed with a period dominated by Deleuze, which has in turn evolved into a new situation
still difficult to define. However, one common thread running through the new brand of
continental positions is a renewed attention to materialist and realist options in philosophy.
Among the leaders of the established generation, this new focus takes numerous forms. It might
be hard to find many shared positions in the writings of Badiou, DeLanda, Laruelle, Latour,
Stengers, and i ek, but what is missing from their positions is an obsession with the critique
of written texts. All of them elaborate a positive ontology, despite the incompatibility of
their results. Meanwhile, the new generation of continental thinkers is pushing these trends
still further, as seen in currents ranging from transcendental materialism to the London-based
speculative realism movement to new revivals of Derrida. As indicated by the title The
Speculative Turn, the new currents of continental philosophy depart from the text-centered
hermeneutic models of the past and engage in daring speculations about the nature of reality
itself. This anthology assembles authors, of several generations and numerous nationalities, who
will be at the centre of debate in continental philosophy for decades to come."
He wants his best friend's girl. How can he want his best friend too? When Connor met Katy, he
knew she was the one. But it wasn't meant to be. Six years later, with PTSD and an honourable
discharge from the army, he has nowhere else to go except home-back to the only two people who
can help him heal.Connor should leave, but he can't seem to stay away. Falling for Katy again
isn't supposed to happen. Neither is falling for his best friend, Levi. His very straight best
friend.He's fought for his country, and now he's fighting for love. This is one battle Connor
cannot afford to lose. Three Hearts is a slow-burn, emotionally charged, friends to lovers, biawakening MMF romance that will leave you breathless. Previously published as Delectable, it is
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the first story in the Rule of Three series and can be read as a standalone.
Unwanted
Cruz
Amish Romance
Thunder Wells
The Dauntless Chronicles
Alien Chic
Six Sci Fi stories from the past depicting the future which is now... some frightening and
believable predictions that may well still come true. A great listen. This is science fiction
at its literate best with every story a little gem. They include a clock that reverses the
order of history, a potion that prolongs youth, a machine that disintegrates matter, the
prospect of the earth burning to a crisp from the heat of the sun and the effects of the
absence of gravity. All these stories when first written were no more than fascinating and
exciting fantasies, but time and progress have given them a terrifying touch of modern-day
reality.
A comprehensive bibliography of books and short fiction published in the English language.
No one ever said surviving an alien invasion would be easy. Jack Fairbanks made it through the
initial wave of attacks, but now the Mawks have seeded the Earth with dozers and crawlers,
tracking beasts that crave human flesh and are bent on hunting the remnants of humankind to
extinction. Joined by Lucia, a hardened urban survivor, Jack finds himself caught up in a
secret plan to turn the course of the invasion. Can a college sophomore and a ragtag force of
soldiers survive when the Mawks descend from orbit and begin their final assault?
The Martian meets Multiplicity in Edward Ashton's high concept science fiction thriller, in
which Mickey7, an "expendable," refuses to let his replacement clone Mickey8 take his place.
Dying isn’t any fun...but at least it’s a living. Mickey7 is an Expendable: a disposable
employee on a human expedition sent to colonize the ice world Niflheim. Whenever there’s a
mission that’s too dangerous—even suicidal—the crew turns to Mickey. After one iteration dies,
a new body is regenerated with most of his memories intact. After six deaths, Mickey7
understands the terms of his deal...and why it was the only colonial position unfilled when he
took it. On a fairly routine scouting mission, Mickey7 goes missing and is presumed dead. By
the time he returns to the colony base, surprisingly helped back by native life, Mickey7’s fate
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has been sealed. There’s a new clone, Mickey8, reporting for Expendable duties. The idea of
duplicate Expendables is universally loathed, and if caught, they will likely be thrown into
the recycler for protein. Mickey7 must keep his double a secret from the rest of the colony.
Meanwhile, life on Niflheim is getting worse. The atmosphere is unsuitable for humans, food is
in short supply, and terraforming is going poorly. The native species are growing curious about
their new neighbors, and that curiosity has Commander Marshall very afraid. Ultimately, the
survival of both lifeforms will come down to Mickey7. That is, if he can just keep from dying
for good.
Scarlett Johansson, Jonathan Glazer and Under the Skin
The Game of Rat and Dragon
Alien in the Mirror
Mickey7
Film, Feminism, Psychoanalysis
An MMF Bisexual Menage Romance Novel

My name is Peter Grant and until January I was just another probationary constable in the Metropolitan Police
Service. My only concerns in life were how to avoid a transfer to the Case Progression Unit and finding a way to
climb into the panties of WPC Leslie May. Then one night, I tried to take a statement from a man who was
already dead.
The perfect reality is just a thought away, but it comes at a chilling price. In a near future world, a social network
by the name of MINDS gifts its users with the unique ability to communicate directly by thoughts and recreate
reality by their deepest fantasies and desires. In the MINDS network, desires are actualized in a spilt of a second
and unwanted elements erased from reality. The advanced algorithms of MINDS enable the user to virtually visit
any place in the world or in history within seconds, in an utterly realistic three-dimensional reality. Humans can
use their mind to determine everything they please - from the weather to the way their friends look like and
behave. But the ultimate comfort comes at a price, and the unexpected results reveal the grand plan behind
MINDS. What stands behind this magnificent social network, and what are the consequences when the virtual
merges with the actual? Netopia follows the heroes of the network in the days before its establishment, through
its launch, relationships and love, and the unexpected change it wreaks on the enthusiastic users who had no
idea what awaited them the moment they gave up control over their minds. Is the MINDS network a dream come
true or a nightmare come to life? Netopia is beyond science fiction: it is a groundbreaking novel that explores
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the implications of communication technology on human nature and society, the preference of warmth for
realistic animal doll pets but coldness towards humans. the novel speaks to the connected and to the
disconnected, to the great minds and the Neverminds. Netopia is a gleaming hope and a dark warning. So,
where is your mind? Scroll up to grab your copy now.
The Serpent King meets Stranger Things in Emily Henry's gripping novel about a group of friends in a small
town who find themselves dealing with unexpected powers after a cosmic event. Almost everyone in the small
town of Splendor, Ohio, was affected when the local steel mill exploded. If you weren't a casualty of the accident
yourself, chances are a loved one was. That's the case for seventeen-year-old Franny, who, five years after the
explosion, still has to stand by and do nothing as her brother lies in a coma. In the wake of the tragedy, Franny
found solace in a group of friends whose experiences mirrored her own. The group calls themselves The
Ordinary, and they spend their free time investigating local ghost stories and legends, filming their exploits for
their small following of YouTube fans. It's silly, it's fun, and it keeps them from dwelling on the sadness that
surrounds them. Until one evening, when the strange and dangerous thing they film isn't fiction--it's a bright
light, something massive hurtling toward them from the sky. And when it crashes and the teens go to
investigate...everything changes.
There he was in his sailboat in the middle of the Atlantic, all alone and loving it. Well, there was a US Navy
carrier group on his southern horizon, but he was a Navy guy himself, so he didn't mind. Then came the UFOs,
hurtling in from the Outer Black to overfly the carriers at Mach 17. Their impossible aerobatics were bad
enough¾but then they started shooting at each other. And at the Navy. With nukes. Little ones at first, but
winding up with a 500 megatonner at 90 miles that fried every piece of electronics within line-of-sight. Richard
Ashton thought he was just a ringside observer to these now over-the-horizon events. Until the crippled alien
lifeboat came drifting down and homed in on his sailboat; suddenly he has his hands full of an unconscious,
critically wounded and impossibly human alien warrior who also happens to be a gorgeous female. That's when
things got interesting. At the publisher's request, this title is sold without DRM (Digital Rights Management). "...
a particular delight, offering nonstop action that's both well executed and emotionally satisfying." ¾Publishers
Weekly "It's a rollicking fun tale that's impossible to put down." ¾Philadelphia Weekly Press "... the best work
(Weber] has done ... the rewards are ample ... recommended...." ¾Starlog
The Second Formic War (Volume 1)
Flame of Requiem: The Complete Trilogy (World of Requiem)
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The First Sign of Intelligent Life Beyond Earth
The Swarm
The Speculative Turn
What happens when one of the Amish bonnet sisters does some snooping and stumbles upon something
shocking? Has Wilma misled everyone, including her new husband? With the future of the apple
orchard hanging in the balance, will Florence be ruthless and seize the opportunity to own it?
If you love sweet and clean Amish romances that keep you entertained and guessing, you'll love
Amish Mayhem.Get your copy now.
All her life, Bea has wanted nothing more than to become a sniper on the wall and earn the
coveted ink of a Dread warrior - a mark of distinction among her people. She knows that one day
the terrifying Erebii might break through the city's outer defences, and if her people aren't
prepared and the wall is breached then the last human city will fall. But everything Bea thinks
she knows is about to be challenged... What does the ink really do as it flows underneath their
skin and who is the mysterious Unwanted boy that keeps appearing in her life?
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